By Alex Pietz

Food
Photography

F

ood photography is one of our focus
areas. We organize our shootings either in
our studio or on site at your location, de-

pending on the speci c project requirements.

O

ur mission is to o er all our

Mission

experience and technology to achieve
the best possible presentation of your
creations and making you and your

product more attractive to your clients. We
focus on detail and strive for the extraordinary.
It is the last 10%, which makes the di erence.
Our contribution is the creation of images
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managing the full range of possible parameters.

E

very photo has an intention. A camera only takes a physical image of the scene.
It is the human brain, which processes this image and actively creates the
perception. This needs to be understood and managed. It is about guiding the

viewer’s attention naturally and in a subtle way.

•

Food styling and story telling

•

Composition and color schemes

•

Lighting set-up

•

Camera angle and perspective

•

Extension and orientation of the depth of eld

•

Post processing

All of them are important. It is like a chain, which does not ful ll its function, if one
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link is broken.
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Intention and Perception

There are multiple ways of doing that.

H

uman perception applies an

The Hero

unconscious ltering mechanism to
the visual information. There are far

more details in an image than the brain can
consciously process. It is only putting
attention to some elements. This we need to
manage, when we design the photo. In every
food scene there should be hero element.
We need to guide the viewer’s attention to
that hero element and minimize distraction
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by removing distractors.

D

istractors are all elements in the
image, which take attention away
from the hero element and make us

feel uncomfortable. This is always the case,
if there is something, which does not feel
right. Sometimes it is just a little spot or the
composition is not ideal, the lighting or the
depth of eld orientation is not perfect, or
any minor detail is not as our perception
expects it. We might not even consciously
recognize it, but it has an impact. As a
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The Distractors

result, we do not like, what we see.

elements should be less sharp. However, with an ordinary camera, options for
this are limited.

High quality food photography images require adjustments of the depth of eld
orientation in all 3 dimensions of the scene. This can only be done with a studio
camera. We use a Linhof M679cs for that. For food photography a Rodenstock 120mm
f/5.6 Apo-Macro-Sironar digital lens is typically our rst choice. A Hasselblad medium
format 50-megapixel data back provides great resolution and an excellent dynamic
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range.
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Our Camera

T

o attract attention, we want to put the hero element in focus, while other

photography. They o er more
exibility. More light means more

Our Lighting

variation in lens parameters. The depth of
eld can be in uenced in a wider range,
which ultimately results in better image
quality.
The use of several lights and various light
formers allows us to balance light and
shadow in an optimal way. We use projectors
with focal lenses and gates to accentuate
items of the image. Our main light is either a
big soft box or a parabolic re ector, both
with multiple di usors, depending on the
available space of the shooting location. We
know that space on location can be rather
limited, and we will use the biggest possible
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light former to achieve the best results.
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W

e always use ashlights for food

Lighting and Camera Setting

Projector
Hero
Lighting

Main Light with
big Soft Box
with 2 Di usor
Layers

Projector
balancing
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Example

Shadows

Depth of
Field
Orientation
(Scheimp ug
Principal)

Di usor Screen

Reference

Lobster on Bed of green Blossoms

Reference

Fresh Sichuan Pepper

Reference
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Lump sh Caviar with Lemon Slice

Reference

Black Sticky Rice with Coconut Cream and Mango

Reference

Mackerel with Tomato Purée and Potato Slices
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